SMART HOME LIVING
Premium, Smart Home Systems Personalized for the
way you Live

SAVANT ECOSYSTEM
Savant was founded in 2005 by telecommunications pioneer and visionary,
Robert Madonna with the goal of providing the best experience in home
automation. When the Savant team considered what the ideal smart home
would be, the one common thread was comfort: that feeling when everything in
your home is just how you like it. Legacy control systems established new
conveniences yet offered no path for personalization without never-ending &
expensive labor bills. Savant set out to change this and in 2014 launched the first
Smart Home user interface that could be personalized.

The Savant ecosystem creates a home unlike any other by first respecting that
each Savant user is unique and deserving of an experience all their own. Each
member of the family is treated as an individual and granted their own User
profile; Each ‘User’ can personalize their Savant user Interface; Each ‘User’ can
make their own favorite channels, buttons and more.
On top of UI advancements, Savant is pioneering new ground in lighting control,
energy automation & distributed entertainment, offering both a Hi-Res IP-Audio
and lossless 4K IP Video distribution systems. With tens of thousands of Savant
Homes completed, scores of industry awards and accolades and numerous
patents, people from around the world have come to Savant in search of a smart
home tailored just for them.

User Interfaces

PRO REMOTE
The Savant Pro Remote delivers a personalized experience for control of entertainment,
climate, lighting, and more. With a fully customizable home screen, users can
personalize quick control of scenes, favorite channels and commonly used services.

VOICE COMMANDS
KEEP IT SIMPLE

ENTERTAINMENT
ALL YOUR OWN

CREATE AMBIANCE
IN AN INSTANT

Simply press and hold the
microphone button to activate
Savant scene voice control, or
activate Siri Voice Control when
integrated with Apple TV.

Individual profiles give everyone
in the family their own personal
remote, with everything they
love just a tap or voice
command away.

Use the Remote to activate a
personalized scene like “Movie
Night” or capture a relaxing
atmosphere you can recall
anytime you like.

SAVANT PRO APP
The Savant Pro App enables all the features of a Savant Home, with fast access to
rooms, scenes, services and much more.

Settings

Now Playing

Quick Controls

Scenes

Rooms View

SAVANT MUSIC
A collection of premium streaming services to make every moment just
right.

CLIMATE
All of your favorite tunes, playlists, and
stations, right at your fingertips.

Climate control in the Savant Pro App allows for instant control of rooms,
as well as scheduling.

User Interface Family

Climate

SAVANT MULTISTAT SMART THERMOSTAT
The Savant Multistat provides all of the features of a traditional
thermostat for control of heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems plus a modern thermostat look with the benefits of a 3"
touch screen.
The 3" touch screen delivers a quick look at local weather in addition to
quick access to shared scenes. This product looks great in any room and
helps keep you comfortable while saving money with Eco Point comfort.

Lighting

SAVANT BULBS & STRIPS
Energy efficient, simple to install, and perfect
for your retrofit or new construction project.

LIFE: Up to 20 years
FEATURES:
• Dimmable
• Bluetooth Communication
• White Temperatures from 2000k - 8000k
• Over 16 million Colors

TUNABLE WHITE DMX LIGHT STRIPS
SAVANT DMX LIGHT STRIPS
Energy efficient with options for indoor and
outdoor locations.

LED COLOR TECHNOLOGY
Tunable White
2400k to 6500k Tunable
CRI: 80+

WRGB DMX LIGHT STRIPS
LED COLOR TECHNOLOGY
Programmable WRGB
CRI: Variable

LED DMX NEON LIGHT STRIPS
LED COLOR TECHNOLOGY
Programmable WRGB
CRI: Variable

FINISH

ECHO STYLE LINE VOLTAGE KEYPAD

Snow White

Echo Style Line Voltage Keypads are available with
multiple, field configurable options plus our classic,
intuitive dial for dimming or volume control.

Light Almond
Black

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 3 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 3 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 4 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 4 BUTTON

LED COLOR
Yellow
Clover Green
Echo Blue
Teal
Indigo
Fire Red
Caution Orange

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 5 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 5 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 5 BUTTON

CONFIGURABLE
KEYPAD: 6 BUTTON

Hot Pink
White

DIAL KEYPAD:
4 BUTTON

FAN
CONTROL

PADDLE KEYPAD:
2 BUTTON

AUXILARY
CONTROL

SCENES ON A BUTTON
Create a favorite scene in the Savant Pro App and assign
it to a button on a Metropolitan or Echo Keypad.

IP Audio

SAVANT IP AUDIO DISTRIBUTION
Any source, any speaker. The Savant IP Audio product line is a decentralized, massively scalable audio distribution solution. Utilizing
AVB, a plug-and-play networking protocol, Savant IP Audio systems distribute and synchronize high resolution audio anywhere in the
home. Simply plug any Savant IP Audio module into an AVB Ethernet switch to add audio to any room..

IP AUDIO 125

IP AUDIO 50

Savant Music: Yes
Analog Audio Inputs: 2
Optical Audio Inputs: 2
Powered Speaker Outputs: 4 Zones
Amplifier Rating: 125W/Ch
Adjustable EQ: Yes

Savant Music: Yes
Analog Audio Inputs: 2
Optical Audio Inputs: 2
Powered Speaker Outputs: 4 Zones
Amplifier Rating: 50W/Ch
Adjustable EQ: Yes

IP AUDIO 1

Savant Music: Yes
Analog Audio Inputs: 1
Optical Audio Inputs: 1
Powered Speaker Outputs: 1 Zone
Amplifier Rating: 125W/Ch
Adjustable EQ: Yes

SAVANT MUSIC SERVER

Savant Music: Yes

IP Video

IP VIDEO TILING - ONLY FROM SAVANT
Display multiple sources on one or many displays, simply control sources and choose
audio, create presets, add to Savant Scenes and much more.

CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Simply tap on a particular tile to bring up the correct control interface for that
source. Whether it’s streaming, cable, satellite, or your favorite gaming console,
Savant’s advanced interface determines the right controls for that source.
SEE IT ALL
Savant’s unique control interface makes multiple views simple and intuitive.
Select from predefined layouts, drag a tile to move views, double tap to expand a
particular source, or press and drag the audio icon to choose which source to
listen to.
MULTIVIEW ANYWHERE
With Savant’s IP Video, Multiview is available on any display connected to the IP
Video system, either with the same view or each with an independent view

ALL YOUR FAVORITES
Access all your favorite channels at a touch. Save certain views with predefined
layouts, channels and sources. Keep one for all your morning information, one for
your work day, and another for game day, the choice is yours.
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